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said. "We expanded our hours so we can
accomodate.our students.''
Since tin-timedtest taking is the primary
accommodation . needed by students,
crowded testing rooms defeat the purpose
of providing an environment without
•
BYAMIEMILLION
distractions.
NEWS EDITOR
_
· To receive OAS's services, a student has
n response to the increase of Grand to be registered at GVSU and. with the
Valley's enrollment, the Office of OAS. Students must have been
officiallf
Academic Support has expanded its . diagnosed with the disability, and have
hours into the evening. While still offering documentation on file with the office.
services during regular business hours, the
· Once all of the preliminary registration
OAS wiil also be open until 9 p.m., is confirmed, it is the student's
Monday throu-g~ Thursday, and until 5 responsibility to.communicate with his or
her_. professo_r in completing the
. on fr I'day,
P•m•
OAS assists students who may have one "alternative testing request forin" and in
of a wide range of disabilities. Some turning it in to the OAS at least one week
students are visually impaired, mobility before the requested testing date. The
impaired, . writing .impaired, . reading . student .simply has to show up at the
impair~ or have been di~griosedwith one . scheduled time. as the office should
of a number of learning disabiiities . or . already . have . the eX:ainby way of the
. student's instructor. .
psychological..disorders.
"I have. seeri a Very large increase of
Those hired to talce notes or to read
students with Attention Deficit Disorder textbooks on·to · audio c~ssettes are
(ADD) and Attention Deficit Hyperactive primarily students.These types of services
Disorder (ADHD) who have . been . are mostly ~~n adv~tage of by those
~oming forth," said John students who have a type of attention
·. diag~ose<ioi::,MC
· deficit, are visually impaired or physically'
Pedraza, the Crn,rdinator of the OAS.
The students and general public are impaired and can't read or write on their
more knowledgeable about disabilities own.
than ever before, Pedraza said. Parents are
Computer service is also offered.
more apt to investigate the possibilities of Students can scan what they want to be
having a learning diabled child when they read, and a voice-synthesized computer
are more aware.
reads back what is scanned, allowing
Pedraza also credits Grand Valley's students to listen with headphones at that
inter has arrived and severe
good reputation when it comes to services moment, or to copy the voice onto audio
weather is likely to follow. The
for students with disabilities.
cassette. There are two such monitors
Grand VaJJeyState University
"OAS allows students with disabilities available in Manitou com_puterlab.
emergency
closing policy is as follows.
to get an equal playing field," Pedraza
See OAS, page 4
In evaluating whether or not to close for
snow-related reasons, the following
criteria are used: I) the ability of the
, university's road crews to keep campus
roads and parking lots cleared; 2) the
conditions of primary and secondaryroads
in the area as reported by the State Police
as well as the Ottawa County Central
Dispatch Authority; 3) weather reports
regarding the track of the stonn and other
conditions (icing, thermal inversions, etc.)
Grand ValleyState University will dose
all or part of its operations only in case of
extreme emergency caused by impassible
roads, violent weather, energy loss. or
other conditions seriously endangeringthe
health and safety of students, faculty and
staff. Nonnally the Eberhard Center will
close only when the Allendale campus is
closed.
Announcementsregarding Grand Valley
to the
State University will apply
Allendale campus and the Eberhard

· Increase of students
-withdisabilities taking
advantageof services

I

CampusSafetyoff~rs
•
1-mportant emergency
cl·osinginformation

W

Center. Those students taking classes in
Holland or Muskegon should listen for
announcements regarding Holland High
School or Muskegon CommunityCollege.
Announcements of closings will be
made over all major radio and television
stations. For a more detailed update nn
campus conditions and area roaJs. tune to
the Grand Valley State radio station,.
WGVU-FM 88.5 and WGVU-1\M 1-iKO
.
Every effort will be made to make the
decision to close so that the announcemnt
can be made m·er the ,tations a, e;1rl:,:1,
possible. but no later than 6:30 a .111 fur
daytime clas,e,. and 3:00 p.111
. !or
evening.
Students. faculty and staff ,huuld
assume the university i, open unle,, they
hear otherwise on the radio or tele\ i,ion.
They are asked not to call the Grand
ValleyState Universityswitchboardto a,k
about closings. but instead to listen for the
informationon the radio or television.
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.,;M/j~b ll$ Chair of ECS is 'to '
CONCERN:· Is a sidewalk
going to . be built on , West
"If Governance f~ls the. plan make sure that the business of
CampusDrive?! think there is a
is a good .one· it recommends it the Senate is carried out
definite need for one and I just
or those interested in tothe.Prov~st;
·whe>forwardsit to efficiently.I do feel that we aie
want'to know t!te pr~sent' status
science and engineering, the President, w~o forwards it to in a ·growth phase, and it's
on
this project?
there may be good news the Board of Control, which is appropriateto add new programs
.
RESPONSE:
The ' Student
·
w~ere final · approval or that serve the community and
just arou_ndthe bend._
Senate
is
making
this
issue a top
A prospective - ~~ster's in disappr~val · occurs," Thorpe that we can affor:dto do so," said
Engineering program ~nd an continued_.
,
_
Thorpe. .
According
to . Thorpe,
The proposed Master's in
Engineeri~g . S~ience: • Minor
program are c~i'rently ~ing Academic Governance: has Engfneerin·g is one such
Academic sev~;al pprts;'in parti~ulaf,~h
program, as it targets very
reviewed · by
Gove~~ce for accepum~e. . . -· plan is ~pp'roved.by a voi of the ·specificneeds in·WestMichigan.
According · to Chair of the University Academic Se{late.
"As a public institution, it's BY A_NNECOOPER - ' '
Executive Committee of the Reviews-occur by ·th~ Executive our job io seeif we address those STAFF
WRITER
or the S.cmate,the needs,"Thorpe said.
Senate (ESC) Pat· Thorpe, a Committee ··
.CurriciJll,!m · Althoughthe final plan for the
prospectus is sent to Ac~emic Uni~ersity . .
rand De~ign2000, a plan
Governance whi~h reviews·the C9mptittee ··.(UCC), . apd. the Minor inComputer EngiQeering
to expand GVSU's
prospectus to see· if it .answers Faculty -Salary and .. Budget was approved by the UCC last
Grand Rapids campus,
·
semester, the UAS has not yet has raised its share of the money
the
following
criteria: Committ~ .
."All · t~ese groups are acted upon it.
desirability of the program;
needed to fund the .expansion.
"A proposal does not mean Governor Engler approved $35
feasibility of the program; .and . composed . of elected ·faculty
impact on existing units or members · from an divisions/ that the program will be
million for the expansion in
programs.
schools, student representatives, approved.Even the approvalof a . February, provided that Grand
When Academic Governance and a representative from the prospectusdoes. not mean that a Valley raised $15 million in
approves of the prop<;>sal, administration," Thorpe said. · final plan will be approved," private funding. "We've got our
develop91entof a final plan is "Each committee is slightly Thorpe warned.
$15 million and the land, we're
recommended to
Provost different in composition; the
Programsin which final plans just waiting for the other $35
Niemeyer. If Niemeyer agrees majority of members are have been developed include: million," said David . Frey,
with the plan, the program's final faculty."
Middle East Studies Minor; Campaign Chairman of Grand
plan is written and sent back to
Generally, the entire process Master's in Psychology; and Design2000.
AcademicGovernance.The final takes a year. In most cases, new Master's in Criminal Justice,
"We're still waiting for the
plan is a detailed· proposal, as programs are developed by Final -plansfor the Management legislatureto take up the capital
opposed to the prospectus which faculty in response to perceived Minor program are currently outlay proposal of Governor
just outlines the idea, Thorpe needs.
being rewritten.
'

F

priority for'this·y'ear. .'Ilµs is one
of the Community .Affair .
Conuni~' .s main project~;\•but :
the.C!Jlrent9il_~~ma.is,fi!!P!M
a ;
way: to'. fund ~is , $21~,ooo
proposal. TheSenate assures
,you that we will not rest on this
issue until sometbing'i~ done. .
.
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Gra~d-D.es~gn
2000.s;t\ill ·
waiting~
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Student Senate continues to search
for students to fill vacant seats
BY 1<.0BBINMELTON

EDITOR

A

s a .re.suit_
of lo~ student
parttc1pation in oncampus organizations at
Grand Valley, Student Senate is
still searching for three more
people who want to get involved
in projects involving the four
standing committees: student
resources, public relations,
allocations, and community
affairs.
Each committee, headed by a
vice president, meets regularly,
and presents a weekly report at
general assembly meetings.
According to
Lesleigh
Mesack, vice president of

Public Relations for Student
Senate, "no experience is
necessary. You just need
dedication."
The type of candidates that
are sought after by not only
Student Senate, but several
other student organizations
must be "people who want to a
part of. the organization, who
want to help make a change,and
people who have goals,"
continued Mesack.
Similar to holding political
office, Student Senate members
are expected to hold office
hours a minimum of five hours
weekly, and to attend general
assembly
meetings
and

committee meetings. Office
hours are flexible, however.
Potential Student Senate
officers must also be in good
academic standing, and be
enrolled in at least six credit
hours per semester. Officer
appointments coordinate with
the academic school year, with
possible
re-election
in
March/April.
Students with serious interest
can obtain an application at the
StudentSenateoffice in Kirkhof
Center Monday-Friday,9 a.m.
to 5 p.m., or they can visit the
Student Senate web-site at
www2.gvsu.edu/i'isenates.

Memorialtrees, an ideal tribute
maples,donors may request other expansion of the Arboretum,
kinds of trees. In selecting the where most of the current
NEWS EDITOR
type of tree, donors may be donated trees reside. The
f you see a Crimson King interested in reviewing the list of wording on the plaque is
Maple tree on campus, stop trees that are needed for the suggestedby the donors.
and look. There may be a
plaque somewherein the vicinity,
officially declaring the tree a
memorial to a particular person
or group.
For example, the EXCEL
office recently donated the $500
necessary for establishing a
memorial tree in memory of Dan
Dillingham, an EXCEL staff
member who passed away last
month.
"The memorial tree program
has becomean integral pan of the
Universityand the new trees are
cherished additions to the
campus," said Phyllis Forbes,
Assistant Vice President for PruiclentLubbenspeaksdurin1a tf"ff1'lantln1
ceremony, which
Facilities.
wasdone on October4 in memoryof GVSU
studentsLelandeand
Althoughthe majority of the Andrebon.Futherplandnawillcommenceas the Arboretum
· tentrceS plantedso farhavebeen expanda.Phof6 QJU1t9Syal,,,.
Fotum,

Engler::· 'explained Matthew
McLog;in, Vice,.fresident for
University Relations. "It's
pending and has .been pending.
We were advised they would take
it up after the election and before
Christmas."
· Frey said tha.t when they
receive the "go ahead," they will
begin to work on architectural
designs and the groundbreaking
ceremony. "It's been a great
campaign," he said.
The expansion will include a
Graduate
Library.
an
International Trade Institute, and
a Language and Cultural
Resource Center. The Seidman
School of Business will also be
relocated to the Eberhard Center.
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mtand nm, Lot G. Property

Larceny,

student. Closed.

M-45.

Damage. Insurance Purposes.
Closed.

10/26/96

Complaintant reported someone
had stolen their sorority
maUbox. ·
Mailbox was
TrafftcAccident,W.Campus recovered. Complainant was a
Drive·. Property Damage. student. Closed.
Closed.
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pa.nelists:discuss·
abor-tio·n's·results
.

10/22/96
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BYAIMEEHAUN

the five women had already
elected to haye abortions.
Bums pointed out that the
Wednesday partial-birth abortion procedure
for Life is a good comparison to the act
· L~~llegians
. sponsored a panel of slavery. In both cases, people
discussion on partial-birth are deciding the lives of others.
10/24/96
Minor In Possession of
abortion.
"To
change .
others'
Alcohol,42ndAve. Reporting
10/27196
No Insurance, 42nd Ave. officer stoppe.:l suspect vehicle
Dr. Benjamin Lockerd, understanding we have to
Reporting · officer
stopped for traffic offense. Alcohol and . Operating under ln'1uence advisorfor Collegiansfor Life, change their beans, " Bums
opened the discussion with said.
suspect vehicle. Driver had an marijuana were discovered. of Alcohol,W. Campus~ve.
in~uctions
of the panelists. Murphy spoke last. He
improper plate and admitted he Three were cited. Onewarrant Suspect was cited. Suspect is
Thepanelists included Tracy brought the reality of the
did not haveinsurance.
was requested. One suspect is a not a student. Closed.
.Knoth,presidentof the Grand procedure to light for us all.
Rapids of Right to Life and Dr. "Long sticks are stuck in cervix
Minor in Possession of
LawrenceBurns OBGYNand and they collect liquid until the
Alcohol .and Furnish to a
DEPARTMENT
OFPUBUC SAFETYTIPOFTHE
. Dr.
Mwphy M.D., both of ·cervix is dilated. The doctor
Minor,42nd Ave. Reporting
WEEK:
St
Mary's Hospital
in then breaks the water, pulls legs
officer stopped suspect vehicle.
CAMPUSTHEFT
of baby out, and takes a sharp
downtown Grand Rapids.
Alcohol was discovered. One Theft is the most common crime on American campuses.
Knoth reminded everyone of instrument and blindly sticks it
was cited. One warrant was Campus thieves.are usually interested in:
the bi-partisan bill given against into the baby's · skull and · then
requested. Both subjects are
• Cash, Checks, & Credit Cards••• They especially like to
students. Closed.
partial-birth
abortions with the sucks the brains of the baby
steal money because it's easy to get rid of the evidence.
exception
of
endangering the out."
• Books . . .Stolen booksare a good source for easy cash.
mother's health that President
10/25/96
All of the panelists pointed
• Bikes ... A great way for thieves to get around campus .
Clinton vetoed on April 10, out that this procedure has never
quickly & cheaply-especially
1996. Clinton presented five been done in the · medical
Medical,Recreation Center.
if they're free!
women who went through this emergency of the mother.
Victim injured her ankle and foot All people 0:11
campus have a responsibility to protect themselves
procedure the day he vetoed this Statistically,
it has been
when. she fell playing basketball. and put an end to campus theft. You can help by looking out for
bill, to try to prove that the determined that one out of five
Victim was treated by reporting yourself, your possessions, school property and the property of
officer. Victim was transported other people on campus.
procedure was necessary; but miscarriages are caused by
what the president did not partial-birth abortions.
to Butterworth hospital by
address is the fact that three of
friend. Victim was a visitor.
STAFF.
WRITER

Minor in possesiion or
Alcohol, South Campus.
Suspects were in possession of
alcohol. Four were cited. Three
Possessionof Marijuanaand arestudents. Closed.

nm

Briefly

Fridays until 11 p.m.

What'sGoin' On...

Congratulations
...

. Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity will
President Lubbers will hold
be
camping out on Robinson
open office hours for the GVSU
Field
on Nov. 20, starting at 10 Michigan Recycling Coalition
community on Nov. 19 from 1-3
p.m.
The fraternity will be (MRC), in recognition of an
p.m. in the lower level of
Zumberge
Library .
No collecting money and other items "outstanding educational proappointment is necessary, but for the homeless. Until then, gram that encourages and prothere will be boxes in the donns motes recycling."
times are limited to 15 minutes.
and in Kirkhof for donations of
The Padnos program involves
non-perishables,
clothes,
and
the
co-sponsoring
of the
The following course did not
pots
and
pans.
This
will
be
the
International
Design
appear in the 1997 schedule of
first time that the fraternity.--------------------------------------'
classes:
Russian Studies 331 - Russian camps out, and they hope to
Literature in Translation, 1800- collect $500-plus donated
items.
1880.
The course does carry an SWS
Rev. Benjamin
Chavis,
credit and will be offered for the
former president
of the
1997 Winter semester on
NAACP, will be speaking on
Monday evening from 6-9 p.m.
Nov. 14 from 7-11 p.m. in
in AuSable Hall . For more
Cook-DeWitt auditorium. The
infonnation, contact the Modem
event is sponsored by Black
Languages and Literature Dept., Student Union.
'289 ASH, 895-3203.
It's not too late! The deadline
for student organizations or
residence halls to register in the
third annual "Sculpt it for the
Hungry" can drive is Nov. 8. Call
895-2345 for info.

If you missed the Veteran's
Pow-wow scheduled for Nov. 2,
you didn't miss anything - it was
canceled . However, the powwow will be held this Saturday,
Nov. 9, in downtown GR in
Welsh Auditorium,
DeVoss Hall.

inside of

The deadline for the Intramural
Basketball
pre-holiday
tournament is Friday, Nov. 8.
Applications can be picked up in
the Rec. Center from 6:30 a.m.
until 12 midnight Monday
through Thursday, and on

Competition,
which honors
senior Engineering students for
designs that are environmentally
responsible.

achievements ~in the professional
field and contributions to the
community."

to Barbara
Palombi,
a
psychologist in the Career
Planning and Counseling Center.
Palombi was one of 16 recipients
of the Luther Distinguished
Service Award, an award given
by Luther College in recognition
of "an alumnus' success and

from-the Children's Center. ·
"We would like to thank
everyone who treated us on
Halloween this year," said Mary
Ann Krause, director, on behalf
of the group. "Each child seemed
to have collected their weight in
candy!"

to the Padnos School of
Engineering. They received the
first of an award from the

Thanks...

Hospice of Greater Grand
Rapids will be offering "Coping
with the Holidays," grief
supportfor those who have
experienced the death of a loved
one. Hospice offers a choice of
two seminars: Monday, Nov. 18
from 1-2:30 p.m., or from 78:30 p.m. For more info. call
356-5248.

Bauer Rd.

TheWriting Center will be
offering
the following
. workshops:
Claims and Evidence: How to
Avoid Plagiarism.
Tuesday Nov. 12 at I p.m. in
the Rogue River Room, Kirkhof
and at 7 p.m. in the Great
Room, Devos Living Center. ,
Wed. Nov. 13 at 8 p.m. the
Great Room, Hoobler Living
Center.
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Safetyfrom
page 1
When classes are cancelled, all
staff arc expectedto report for
work unless the closing
announcementindicatesthat only
"essential staff' need report. The
following
personnel
are
considered essential and are
expected to report:
Department of Public Safety
Services
Plant Services
FoodServices
Housing
InformationTechnology
WGVU-AM/FM/TV
Eberhard Center
FieldhouseManagement
Libr4ry Services·

...:~
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Section 2. IO, Resident
Parkin&,
of the campus Tr~ffic and
Parking ,Ordioance, swes ; ''No
ovemight parking is permitted in
any lot other than residential lots
~~~::o;i~fpe;.;:::;n
;~f:;
Services. Parking between. the
hours of 3:00a.m. and ?:OOa.m.
shall ·be considerccJ overnight
parking."
Also,
"Parking
overnight in Lots B, D and
overflow C (resident lots) shall
require "Reserved" resident
pennit or a temporary resident
permit issued by the Department
of Public Safety Services."
Duri~g snow removal periods,
~ny v~hicle found to be in
violationof the Ordinancewtflbe
subject to impoundment. Any
questions should be referred to
the Department. of Public Safety
Services at extension 3255. ·
J\lso, . .overnight parking is .
prohibited at the Grand Rapids ·
Campus except with pennission
of the Building Management
Office at771-6700.

Unless Grand· Valley State
University is officially .closed,
faculty members are expected to
hold their classes as usual.
Individual faculty members who
wish to cancef a class or other
event should .do so. .only with
permissionof their dean. In such
cases, faculty members are
responsiblefor notifyingstudents·
for each class they teach. The
Informationwas provided
media will announce only
no.t by the Department . of
complete
closings,
cancellationof individualclasses Public Safety Services of
or events.

Overnight
Parking
Restrictions

·.

Grand
Valley
University.

State

F-und'·.prov1
•d. es SC
·hOIa,rs.h·1•...p,
·s

for mi,n.orities in.bus,iness

·BvROBBIN
MELTON
.EDITOR
ack in 1991, an affluent
couple discussed the
establishment of an
endowment fund . in order to
provide money for . minority
scholarships.
As a family that . has
consistently bestowed upon
others its generosity,its time and
a
wealth: of
charitable
contributions,the .Burton family
has recently given Grand Valley
State Universitya contributionof
$52,000
for
the, newly
established Johnny C. Burton
Memorial Fund. The memorial
fund is intended for minorities
who are pQrsuingserious careers
in the businessfield.
A savvy entrepreneur and
businessman from Muskegon,
Johnny Burtoncarved a niche for
himself through hard work and
dedication which led to the
establishment of Wonderland
Business Forms, Inc. With the
help of his wife Betty, and with
the support of his friends and
family, Wonderlandgrew into a

B

multi-milliondollar business.
Jn. addition to watching
Wonderland grow, the .Burtons
also developed a . relationship
with President Lubbers and Dean
.Williams, director of Minority
Affairs, . resulting in Johnny
Burton's role asmentorto several
African-Americanmen attending
Grand Valley in the 70s and 80s.
During this tim~. Burtoh
served as a mentor to AfrjcanAmerican men by convincing
them to remain at Grand .Valley
despite any negative experiences
they dealt with.
. Johnny Burton, now deceased,
also made himself available to
students
seeking advice,
friendshipor just an ear to talk to.
The Burton family continues to
maintain contact with many of
the young people mentored by
Johnny Burton.
Although people both familiar
and unfamiliar with the Burton
family's generosityare astounded
by the amount of the contribution
which is to date, the largest single
contribution of its kind in Grand
Valley's history,"iris not unusual
for our family to give money,"

stated Betty Burton.
It is also misunderstood that
the contribution was made singly
by Betty Burton, an AfricanAmerican
female.
The
scholarship was established by
the Burton family. It is also
desired that the endowment be
recognized in and of its ownself,
rather than· what demographic
category the providers fall into.
· "The endow~ent' scholarship
will allow and serve as a
continuation for the generous
' giving back to the community."
As the first recipients of some
of the 'giving back,' Danielle
Lewis and Wayne Wright were
recently awarded "Johnny C.
Burton-scholarships! Lewis and
Wright are expected to .
acknowledge and demonstrate
appreciation for their gift through
personal or familial contact with
members of the Burton family.
"This is the best that we could
do for our children," said Betty
Burton. " It ensures good
opportunities
for
African
American students. That's our
primary interest."

The Department of Public

OASfrom page 1
Pedraza and the OAS offer
one-on-oneacademiccounseling.
Pedraza gives academic advice
and takes a study skills inventory
called "Lassie" that can tell him
the student's strengths and
weaknesses.
From there, he personally
counsels the student on a regular
basis in enhancing strengths and
empowering weaknesses.
There is also a student group
called the Organization for the
Advancement of Disabled
Students that meets every
Monday at 4 :30 p.m. in room
106, Student Services Building.
The group offers support to
tudents with disabilities, but the
eetings are not limited to
embers only. The number to
AS is 895-2490 .
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Do you know that Ottawa County Health
Department provides ......

Services:
*Birth Control
Supplies
*Pregnancy Testing
*Education
*Pap Tests &
Pelvic Exams
*Answers to
Questions about:
Sexually Transmitted
Diseases and Sexuality
Issues

Locations:
Hudsonville
669-0040

Coopersville
837-8171

Services also available in:
Holland 393-5723, 396-5266
Grand Haven 846-8360
Call for hours. Sliding fee scale
available.
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. · Presi.dential
~1~,ction

2-,d Distr·ict
·Congress

Natidnal:

\· Winner: Peter
...Hoekstra (no per?Centagesavailable)

BillClinton: 53 %
Robert Dole: 38%
Ross Perot: 9%

· ·l

.

-·Senatorial
Election

Statewide::
·Bill Clinton: 48 %
Robert Dole: 43%
Ross Perot: 9%

. : EHLERS
.

confirmed results
3rd District No
available, but Carl
Levin held a 57%to
Congress · 43%
edge over

ElectoralCollege: VernEhlers: 72 %
· ·Bill Clinton: 291
Robert Dole: 106

Leftovers

Betsy Flory: 28%

Ronna Romney; as of
press time, there was
a 50% deadlock.·
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I ----DAILY BUYBACK

BE A PLASMA DONOR ...
BECAUSE LIFE IS
EVERYBODY'S BUSINESS
Mon.lrhrs ....................8-5
TuesJWedJf ri ..............8-5:30

Sera-Tee Biologicals
Limited Partnership
1973 S. Division
Call for more information: 241-6335
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It's time to .give ~t~d.ents
at -Camp.us West ~-·lift
•
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e all see them--the walkers--strollingdown
West Campus Driv~ to artd fro; many with
. the sad look of the neglect~di ~ome are lucky .
and get picked up before they gQ(~f into ~cir journey,
but too many are forced to make·.-.the..niile hike tp
campus. And soon, things will' get ·infinitely worse.
Winter will come, and on a .cold day~ many of the
walkers will stay ·home from class to enjoy'·the relati.xe
warmth of their rooms. Is this right?
This year, Grand Valley is leasing Campus West
Apartments, making these residents .technically."oncampus," and as such, they are the university's
responsibility. Yet the University is shirking the
responsibility.
Would it be so difficult-to build a sidewalk?Or even a
simple. bus route change, to include a stop near the
apartments? I know the sidewalk idea is already being
investigated, but at a snail's pace. These students are
getting more and more restless, and they will find an
ally in the Lanthorn.
I

And now, let
me
introduc_e ... Grand Rapids
Business& LawCollege
es, folks, Grand Valley is planning to split the
University: a business and law college in Grand
Rapids, and a liberal arts shell in Allendale.
While it is not spelled out as such, the InstitutionalPlan
(the official outline for where we want to be in IOyears)
calls for housing to be built downtown. Though
intended for graduate students at first, if it is not filled
the rooms will be offered to undergraduate students.
How many graduate students are going to want to live
in over-priced University housing? A few, but the
greater need is and will be for undergraduatehousing.
Living downtown may seem to them an attractive
option, especially for business and law students. They
will not be involved in on-campus activities as a matter
of inconvenience.While there IS more to do in Grand
Rapids, we believe campus life can be as importantto a
maturing student as the university curriculumitself.
It is enjoyable to take a course at the EberhardCenter,
and the atmosphere of taking business classes in a
suitable environment is a great feeling. But keep the
students' hearts and homes in Allendale.Grand Valley's
original focus should not be forsaken.
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'GenerationX' -is a-:
generation
headedfor a world of trouble=
BY ROBBINMELTON
EDITOR

n this here the eve of
Election '96, I must
admit that I no longer
feel the excitement and tension
. that I felt as a first-time voter as
to who would be our next
president. If anything, I am more
eager to learn what proposals
passed or failed.
As I stood in line this morning
to cast my ballot, I noticed the
somber mood and gloomy
shadow cast throughout the
room. There was no low murmur
of voices, no hushed whispers,
not even the rustling of ballots in
their little paper envelopes. Nor
were there any friendly faces
, smjling back at me as I proudly
cast my ballot.
Over and over again, on every
major television network and in
more than several newspaper
headlines, the phrase 'voter
apathy' resoundedin my ears and
registered in my mind. But I
think there's· more to 'voter
apathy' than meets the eye.
The apathetic attitude that has
seemingly encompassed voters
throughoutthe nation has deeper
roots. Apathy can also be found
in my peers, and it seems as if
this is wherethe root of this evil
begins!

0

At first, it was just a
conversation my mother, a high
school teacher, and I held: what
is with kids these days? All I
could do was shrug my shoulders
and say 'I don't know,'when
asked why young adults today,
also known as Generation X,
have the attitude that they
shouldn't have to exen
themselves in .order to succeed;
everything should just be given
to them.
I didn't take this too seriously
until I read an article in U.S.
News & World Repon back in
September regarding similar
attitudes, only this one pertained
to the mind-set that college
students felt they shouldn't have
to pay for books because they'd
already paid for tuition and other
fees. Granted there are a few
universities out there now that
you can attend. via the internet,
but I've never before heard of a
college or university at which
students did _not need to buy
books.
As with flashy trends like
ground effects and spoilers on
cars, fashion runways in Paris
and Milan, blockbuster movie
hits that pay homage to what the
younger crowds will.pay money
to see, and multi-million dollar
trashy talk shows like Rikki
Lake, young people are the

trend-setters of this world, and
the world is our oyster.
And this kind of makes me
wonder: if our elders follow our
lead when it comes to such
matters, perhaps voter apathy
and other overly vague attitudes
that are in abundance today are·
due to us? Perhaps it is our fault
that nobody seems to care about
anything or anyone else
anymore?
After all, if we, the next
caretakers of mother earth are
totally oblivious and unfeelingto
the monumental issues of yester
year, why should anybody else
care? Why should anyone else
bother? They won't be here for
too much longer anyway, right?
We'll be left, and we'll have to
deal with it then.
How about we deal with it
now? Why don't we get
involved, help each other to help
each other rather than ourselves.
Let's stick together, not as black
or white, male or female. straight
or gay, but as humans. as
humanity, as humankind. Or
have we forgotten the meanings
of the latter. Are they even in the
dictionary anymore?
If the world is our oyster, we
need to question what we are
doing with our pearl, or whether
or not we even have a pearl to
worry about anymore.
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'' Campus Concerns''
Here's your chance to speak out! Tell us what matters to you-- and we may
select you and two other people to write about your topic. Bring this form
to the Lanthorn Offices,downstairsCommons.
NAME:
DAYPHONE:______
EVENINGPHONE:_____
_
I WOULD LIKE TO WRITE ABOUT: -----------

OR MAYBEABOUT:______________
I would like to be a guest student columnist for "CampusConcerns". I understand
that The Lanthom retains the right to edit my submissionfor grammar and punctuation without prior review of those editing changes with me. The Lanthom will,
prior to publication, notify me of any changes which may substantiallyaffect length
or content and allow me to revise or rewrite my work. If I am selected, The Lanthom
will notify me at least three weeks in advance of the planned publicationdate and
give me a deadline for my column.

...-----------
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CampusConcerns
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Student urges letter writers to
-fi11d
_somethi~g else to talk abo~t

lumnus pr~i;Ses Lanthorn I
visited the · newspaper on
Sunday of Homecoming
weekend, and I was
impressed with how far the
campus and The lanthorn have
come since the four years)hat I
have been there.
I attended GVSU from I 9881992. I was a writer my
freshman and sophomore years,
the News Editor my junior year
and the Business Manager my
senior year. I met with your main
layout artist-and he was proud of
the newspaper and the campus.
He also shared to me the vision
of The lanthorn · this academic
year.
Seeing all your new computer
additio"ns with the Macintosh
systems was_:very impressiv~

!
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compared to what my lanthom
staff and I had just a few years
ago. Pre~eritly, I am in the
computer . · · consulting field
(which by the way, brought me
to your impressive web-site),
and I didn't pursue a career in
journalism. Even though I a m
not in the journalism field right
now, my four years at The
lanthorn will be one of the most
memorable experiences of my
life.
I was part of something very
big on campus. From interviews
with fonner Laker athletes who
went on to become professional
athletes, to negoitating and
quarreling with the Student
Senare about funding, to just
plain old fun with the · yearly

'Lantoon'. Just remember that
you will never be al# to return
to this period in your life on the
newspaper and the mystique that
it provides.
Go with your instincts, don't
worry about offending your
neighbors on campus and write,
photograph, and publish with
your heart and soul. As Stu
Mackenzie, an adult nontraditional student .who was in
his 40's when he wrote and
edited stories for The lanthom,
said: "Life is short--Live it up!"
Enjoy your coliege experience
like every day is your last.
-Joe Lowden
Class of '92

n response to the deluge of ·
mail _over the last few issues:
first off, not all gays or
Christians are the kind that
lampo<,>neach other in these
pages. Secondly,for ·the type that
do the lampoo,iing, neither side
gets it. The gays want full
acceptance of their lifestyle from
the Christians, without seeming
to realize that the Christians
cannot do so without' violatiing a
creed which they live by. The
Christians don't seem to realize
that the gays refuse to just give
up and disappear. Ergo, we have
a problem here.
What are iny feelings about
this? Well, I have my own
thoughts about the issue, and
they probably are not the most
popular ones around. However,
let me say this: the Christians
should realize that promulgating
a crusade against the gays is
probably not going to solve

anything. It doesn't mean that
they have to accept everything
the gays advocate; it just means
that a crusade won't accomplish
anything. As far as the gays go, I
realize that there are a lot of gays
who just want to live their lives
and be left alone. That's fine with
me; but as for groups like ACTUP, NAMBLA, and Queer
Nation, they really do have an
agenda, and one which I don't
think should be tolerated by
anyone, gay or straight: they
want to change (corrupt, if you
will) the fabric of the whole
country. To do this, they advocate
trampling on the rights of
everyone who doesn't agree with
them; and that's wrong, any way
you look at it.. These particualr
radicals should realize that their
crusade isn't going to solve
anything either.
So what can we do ,about all
this? Outside of being politically
correct do-bees and "playing nice
with each other," or moving into
a state of Cold War-type coexistence, .I don't know. I don't
have all the answers. If I did, I'd
quit school and run for God. All
I'm saying to both sides is, all
right already. for God's sake
reign in the excesses...and find
something else to taik about!
-Wayne Ariss
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Questionof the Week:Didyou take the time to
vote in this year'selections?Whyor why not?
"No,
not really
because I haven't paid
to
any
attention
anything that's going
on. I don't watch TV
and I don't read the
paper so I know nothing
about the candidates."
Ebony Alexander
Senior, Math
"At first I didn't care
because I thought
Clinton would win for
cenain, but now that it's
closesomeonehas to be
the tie-breaker."

Carisa Charles
Freshman, Legal
Studies

"Yes, because there
are decisions being
made that are going to
influence the nation in
the
twenty-first
century."

Tom McGough
Junior, Psychology
Hiro Harada
Senior, Int. Relations
"No, I am not able to
vote anyway. I've lived
here ten years but I'm
not a citizen yet."
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Filmstresses relationships
and qualityof life in·Africa
BY DAN MOORE
CAMPUSLIFE EDITOR

hen Patrick Giantonio
began his walk from
Kenya to Cameroon
across the continent of Africa, he
wasn't entirely prepared for what
was to come.
Giantonio walked from east to
west in 1984 in what he thought
would be a two-year walk to
address hunger and poverty in the
nation. Nearly five years later, he
emerged with "more of an
appreciation for Africa than the
United States."
Giantonio's film, Footsteps
Into Change, through images and
sounds of villages and its people
gave
students a
unique
perspective on poverty, Africa's
resources,
and
the
industrialization of the nation by
foreign powers.
"After a few months I began to
see an Africa 1 had not known,"
said Giantonio.
Africa is a country fueled by
ig~iculture. · Large families are
often needed to harvest the land,
and to most people in the U.S.,
this is a major cause of
overpopulation.
"Sustinance is a means living
so close to the end. Farming is
their livelihood," said Giantonio.
"When the crops are good,

W

there is cause for celebration.
When the crops are bad, Africans
suffer," he continued.
The hundreds of years of
Northem industrial interests were
highlighted. Foreign interests
brought
new
government,
religions, and diseases according
to Giantonio.
Africa's sugar and coffee crops
are just some of the resources
that benefit other countries.
Northern interests in crops
brought new chemicals to the
continent and created disease.
Nearly 14 million children die
each year of polio, tetanitus,
whooping cough, and the
measles.
While on bis walk, Giantonio
distributed literature .on how to
prevent some diseases. One
important message .was Oral
Rehydration Therapy which
replaces water in the body. Many
children die each year from
diarrhea.
Another major point in the film
was the devastation of the rain
forests. Rainforests are being
destroyed to provide a roadway
from east to west. Trees from the
forest provide for products in the
U.S., such as picture frames and
other wood fixtures.
"Meddling foreign powers
carve up resources to benefit
their own elite," said Giantonio.

The Lantborn is accepting applications for advertising
representatives.
The position requires about ten hours

per week.
Another bonus is that ad reps get xo% commission
on all local ads that they sell.
Stop in at •oo commons and ask for Jean or Tam for more details. _

Giantonio questioned the need
for the road. Loss in forest would
mean a loss in pharmaceutical
derivatives.
One of his African friends,
Quamoto, that he met along the
way, said the road would provide
the nation with a new market.
"We will be able to move

forward with the rest of the
world, to a future of progress,"
said Quamoto.
Giantonio closed the film with
a statement that that summed up
his feelings on Africa.
"For quality of life is to
improve all levels of involvement
as citizens need to learn instead

of teach. They need to listen
instead of tell," said Giantonio.
Footsteps Into Change was
sponsored by The Office of
Minority Affairs, The Center For
Philanthropy and Non-Profit,
Freshman Studies, and Volunteer
GVSU's Alternative Spring
Break.

Exchangerelationshipwith
Sarajevo'sreestablished
8 Y ANNE

COOPER

STAFF WRITER

summer. That was the last contact
with the school until recently
when a group of students escaped
the war to attend Grand Valley.
Ten Eyck estimated that it will
be a couple of years before the
two-way exchange is resumed. In
the normal exchange process,
each host institution pays the
expenses.
"Our students pay their way to
get there, but Sarajevo houses us,
feeds us while we're there, and
takes care of our in-country
expenses," said Ten Eyck.
At this point that is something
Sarajevo is not able to do.
"They don't have the housing,
and they don't have the money.A
lot of housing was destroyed in
Sarajevo, in addition to a lot of
the public buildings," said Ten
Eyck.
Ten Eyck has been traveling to
Sarajevo since 1979, when he
went to a symposium to deliver a
paper. He returned several times
as a faculty member and lecturer.
He also taught there in the
summer.Almost all of Ten Eyck's
trips have involved between four
and six weeks of lecturing.
He bas traveled throughout
former Yugoslavia as well as
Bosnia. Ten Eyck also stated that
be was invited to Sarajevo to
teach a full year in 1991, and
would have gone, except the war
began.
Ten Eyck and Alan Walcz.ak,
Director GVSU's Overseas
Programs, went to Sarajevo in
August to appraise Sarajevo's
current situation and make

rand
Valley
State
University is beginning
to rebuild its relationship
with the University of Sarajevo,
which was interrupted by the war
in Bosnia.
Students. faculty and President
Arend D. Lubbers himself have
panicipated in the program since
the early 1970s.
According
to
President
Lubbers. many student and
taculty have had special interest
in the program.
"I think interaction with
another culture cenainly is going
to increase understanding," said
Lubbers.
"For the students who
participated, I think it's had a
profound effect on their lives,"
continued Lubbers.
According to Lubbers, Grand
Valley will play host to the
president of the University of
• Sarajevo and two colleagues in
late January or early February.
The purpose of the meeting will
be to discuss ways that Grand
Valleycan help the university.
Lubbers said that he is eager
for the program to reslllile.
"Once those · ties
reestablished and the exchange
begins, we know that peacewill
be coming to Bosnia," said
Lubbers.
The two schools have not had
an exchange since 1991, when
Professor from the School of
F.ducation,Allan.Ten Eyck, took
1--group of students for the recommendwons.

G
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Acommonsite of destructionon the front lines InDobrinja.Photo provided by ProfessorAllan TenEyck
"We met with more than 20
people at the university and in the
community to talk about what we
could do," explained Ten Eyck.
Grand Valley will likely assist
in the rebuildingof the university
libraries
and
laboratories.
Another goal is to help them get
on the Internet.
One of the greatest needs is to
help the faculty.
'They've all been unable to get
out and to keep up with their
academic majors for about five
years now, so they've been out of
touch with their disciplines," said
Ten Eyck.
'"Ibey haven't been able to get
documents,journals, or books."

Ten Eyck said that when he and
Walczak visited last summer,
they were told that GVSU was
the first non-European university
to come and offer any kind of
assistance since the war.
'"Ibey were very impressed by
that, and it's a commitment that
we've made to them," said Ten
Eyck.
"When
you. make
a
commitment, you have some
obligation to see it through."
Although Sarajevo needs
money to rebuild destroyed
buildings, that is probably not an
area in which Grand Valley can
be of direct assistance. The
money would have to come from

a larger source due to the
considerable
expenditures
involved. However, Grand Valley
will be looking to numerous
foundations for help for the
university.
The University of Sarajevo
needs almost everything.
"They're corning back to
classrooms that have no light, no
heat, in many casesno windows,
no furniture, no books, and no
equipment." said TenEyck.
"To me, because I've been
there so many times and have so
many friends there, I'm truly
committed to Bosnia and what
we can do for them," concluded
Ten Eyck.
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Siblingsand festivities last
we~kend-added zest .to campu~
.
HY LISA .liRINK

.

.

STAFF
WRITER
iblings of Grand Valley
students made campus
more lively than usual last
weekend.
The Airband concert on Friday,
a comedian, and a Natural High
Late Nighter also made for an
eventful weekend.
Those _
whowent to Airband
enjoyed· the judging of lip-sine
performances from various
groups of students.
Comedian Marty Putz kicked
off the Natural High Late
Nighter, warming up the
audience for participation in the
Late- Nighter activities.
"It's been fun," said Adam
Hammons, a student who
attended the Late Nighter. "The
comedian was great."
Both the comedian and the
Late Nighter attracted numerous
students, siblings, and other
family members to
the
Fieldhouse Arena. Long lines
formed for the three major events
of the Late Nighter, which
included motion simulators, a

S

run,

bungee
and stirit<?
wrestling.
Other visitors took advantage
; of the open'recreation center arid
pool; which remained available
during the
until about 1:30 a.in.
·
Late-Nighter.h9µrs.
"We,usually·dra'Y:about fiveor six-hund.red . people/' .said
Barry Olsen, who organi7.edthe
Late Nighter.
Heather Hoelzle, a sophomore,
was among the many GVSU
students whose siblings visited
during Siblings Weekend. Her
17-year-old sister, Anne, came
from Midland, Mich.
"The comedian was funny, but
he wasn't really geared toward
the little kids," said Anne, who,
along with Heather, attended the
comedian and stayed for the Late
Nighter.
Hoelzle ~aidshe and her sister
Anne enjoyed the Late Nighter,
especially the bungee run, but
that this year's event did not
consist of as many activities as it
did last year.
"I thought all the stuff they had
was really fun, but they should
have had more," said Hoezle.

Putz's no joke performance
demanded full attention
BY LISA BRINK
STAFF WRITER

e was shooting suction
darts
at
audience
members within the first
few minutes pf his show, and
that, the crowd learned, was only
the beginning.
Known for the props and
audience
participation
incorporated into his stand-up
acts, Putz had the crowd swaying
back and forth and singing "We
Are The World" before they
knew what was happening.
One of the most popular props
of the night was a stuffed cat by
the name of Fritz.
Putz invited audience member
Aaron Combs to the stage in
order to attach a net to his head in
which to catch the cat. Returning
to his seat, Combs waited for
Putz to catapult Fritz several
yards into the audience.
Combs caught the cat in one
try, and the crowd responded
loudly with cheers and applause,

H

0

chanting "Aaron, Aaron..."
"We have not done this in one
shot in a year and a half," said
Putz.
The cleaner portion of the
routine ended when Putz's mime
act began. At the end of the mime
act, Putz sprinkled several
audience members with liquid.
He helped them dry off
afterward, however, by firing
toilet paper their way.
Then Putz played the game
"chubby bunny," managing to
hold twelve marshmallowsin his
mouth and still say the words
"chubby bunny."
His record for the game is 24
marshmaIlows.
After spilling out the
marshmallows, . Putz threw
marshmallows and bags of
marshmallowsinto the crowd.
Sticking his head through a
giant baseball glove, Putz said,
"It's time for a game of human
baseball!"
Putz ended the show by
soaking the crowd with water.
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Student organizations to

iniprove upon space usage
By DAN MOORE
CAMPUSLIFE EDITOR

embers from student
organizations housed
in the Commons met
with Director of Student Life
Bob Stoll and Student _Senate
· President James Class last week
to discuss use of the student
organizationspace.
The space is in its second year
of use by campus organizations.
The group met io identify the
needs
of
the
different
organizationsand to make future
recommendatio!ls on how to
make the space a more "hoppin'
place."
Last year, each organization
was issued a desk, a cabinet, and
a phone for their use. There was
little activity in the area.
With the addition of three
computers and a front desk
worker during the weekdays
there has been more use this year.
"There has been a little more

M

activity, but not nearly as much
as we'd like,"said Stoll.
Stoll said the purpose of the
meeting was to discuss the role of
the student organization.
''The ..idea behind this is to
provide a support space as a
studentorganizationcenter.We

need to define our roles, get
resources., and t_igureout how we
are going to operate," continued
Stoll.
The Native AmericanClub, the
Black Student Union, Soldiers
For Christ, and the Society for
Black Engineers are just some of
the 15 organizations using the
space.
Two big concerns among
studentswere the feelingof being
segregated from the Student Life
Office in the KirkhofCenter, and
that most students don't know
that the space is even there.
Eventually the idea behind the
Student OrganizationCenter is to
create a space similar to the
Student Life Office.

HEY,
NEED
A
JOBf
TheLanthomis nowhiring:
AdvertisingRepresentatives
Photographers
These are paid positions.If
interested, apply in person at
the Lanthom offices, down-stairs

Commons.

GETTING
ENGAGED
OR
KNOW
SOMEONE
WHO
ISl
Grand Valley Students!
"YOU
OONT
HAYE
TOSPEND
2MONTHS
PAY
(OR
TUITION)
TO
GET
ANEXCELLENT
QUALITY
ENGAGEMENT
RING
ATTHIS
STORE
"

JensenJewefers
3473KellySt., Hudsonville
, Ml (669-1900)
(Hudsonville
Plaza,acrossfromGemmen's,
bythenewFamily
Fare)

10%ADDITIONALSAVINGSFOR COLLEGE
STUDENTS&;STAFFWITHTHISAD!
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GrandValley<cllUmdiscusses
tb'e-ter
"It was always so windy on other things_, about'.'the ~oup's .
BYMARYGRAFF
campus," Shelley said. "I had to performances that, rub some ~:
EDITOR decide, ,Am I going to run people th~ wron_g way,,such. as ':.,
ARTS& ENTERTAINMENT
against the wind today or am I one of their actresses perform1~g:
s an actor, David Shelley
going to run with the wind on my in black-face for a role in .•
·
has the ability to portray
back?' And a few
.months after I "Emperor Jones."
.
·
a varied assortment of _
started running, the Fieldhouse
"There's a book out called 'The ·
characters. As any normal,
roof collapsed so we ran at the WoosterGroup: BreakingAUtjte'.
working American, Shelley sees
downtown CommunityCollege." Rules.' They've gotten in ·more
the important side of things. The
It wasn't until he saw an . trouble...but people eventually .
seasoned actor spoke with
audition notice for "Little just leave us alone because they ;,
students in ...Laura Salaz,ar's
Murders" right before graduation know we're · like that;" Shelley.
Acting ' ~pro~isation class last
that Shelley first considered said.
Thursday: , dicussing
one
giving acting a try. Hereturned to
Despite its reputation, The .
experience. at an audition in
drarid Vailey· thefollowing year Wooster Group has been a .
which the director was giving
to appear in the production of successful undertaking for
him a hard time.
~ he·geti:~ady to .
"When You Comin' Back, Red Shelley and has had a positive Dave.Shelley;right;adjustshis.-micror>horie
"There comes a point where
appearanceon,GrandAlley. _Photoby JeremyFrechette.
make_an
Rider?"
impact on his life.
you have to decide whether you
Now 37, Shelley recently
"They're mal<.ing theater Shelleysaid. "And bejng on stage hear what to expect when I get
want the job bad enough to put up
appeared· in Basquiat, a movie alive," Shelleysaid of the Group. is one of the most frightening there."
with the crap. You should only
showcased at Studio 28's "Everything is non-traditional things you can do. But in theater,
"Everything's always up in the
put -up with ·so much," Shelley
AlternativeFilm Theatre. But the and ranges from raw to a talent comes out in the end. In air," Shelley added. "No matter
said, thinking back on the
main_thing in Shelley's life is his sophisticatedproduction."
film and TV, you don't need as what level [of acting] you're at,
experience. "Just remember that
work with the Wooster Group, a
Shelley also discussed the much. Editing can make you look you're always unemployed and
the director-and people in charge
theater . company he .calls "the differences between acting for great."
frustrated at some point. But I
of the,production have their own
Rolling Stones of theater."
the stage and for _the silver
Students
in
Salazar's
class
find there's more work as I get
set of pf\iblems that day. They're
The Wooster Group has been screen. He told students he likes were glad to get the experienceto older because my face gets
no better'hr worse than you."
performing for 22 years. They're film because of the freedom he hear what life is like for the messed up and my hair gets
Shelley,....who graduated from
a multimedia_group that performs gets to explore his character with successfulNew York actor.
shorter."
GVSU in '86 with a degree in
to a musical score. But this is no multiple takes.
"It was very helpful to hear
But Shelley had some positive
Physical Education, is now
ordinary theater company.While
"I like doing shon snipets, about his experiences," said Jay words for those who are
working, in New York and has
describing his experiences with finishing, and moving on," Harnish, who portrayed Sir graduating and want to pursue an
been, able to make a living on
· the Group, Shelley briefly Shelley said.
Andrew in GVSU's production acting career.
acting alone for the last six years.
mentioned nude performances
But this actor knows where of "Twelfth Night." "Being an
"There's hope. If I escaped the
He told students that he originally
and actors who once took LSD to absolute talent is essential.
actor
myself,
I
have
dreams
of
Valley,
you can escape the
came · to Grand Valley to run
enhance characters in the play
"Theater is meant to be going to New York so it helped to Valley!" Shelley said.
track...
taking an acid trip. There are also contained, it's a one-time thing,"

A

Facultyartists performclassicalpiece~
slow, easy going pace to an
upbeat, face pace. Dressed in
tuxedos, Campbell and Byrens
performed a number of
he new GVSU Artist hannonious selections, including
Faculty Series held its
Sonata in E-tlat Major.
second
concert
composed by Johannes Brahms.
Wednesday,Oct. 30 at 4 p.m. in
"Robert and Arthur are an
the Calder Fine Arts Center.
incredible combination," said
Clarinetist Arthur Campbell and
Sarah Landin, a music major who
pianist Robert Byrens played
attended the perfonnance.
classical and contemporary
music with feeling.
This spectatularevent included
various songs ranging from a

BYLAURA
SHEPPARD
- STAFF
WRITER

T

ClarinetistArthurCampbelland pianistRobertByrensperformas
ConcertSeries. PhOtoby LauraSheppard.
part of the Artlst•Faculty

MUSINGSFROMTHEMIDDLEROW
WITHGREG BEVIER
JADED
FILM CRmc
The ''What did you think?"
Rating System:
10- It's going to be a classic!
9- I'd see it a few more times
8- You should see it at least

once
7- Not too shabby... but not
great
6- Ehh.. ..It's OK
5- It won't hurt you to see it
4- It has its moments
3- Don't say I didn't warn
you!
2- I want my money back!!
1- I want double my money
back1!
~ -Among.the absolute worst
'J..

Extreme Measures-starring
Hugh Grant, Gene Hackman,
and SarahJessica Parker:
Grant portrays a doctor
investigating
mysterious goingson at hishospital.Someextreme
measures should have been

considtred to

improve the

screenplay. The contrived "mad
scientist" storyline is a little
difficult to believe but somehow
the film remains engaging. A
pretty good rule of thumb is that
if Gene Hackmanis in a movie, it
can't be ALL bad. (Unless it has
The Quest for Peace in the title.)

make most people uncomfortable
but it is presented effectively
without being overly graphic.
Film seems to take the point of
view that in cases such as this,
vengeance is justified. Solid
performances from the starstudded cast. 8

7
VIDEO REVIEW

Last Man Standing-starring
Bruce "Bruno" Willis.

Willis is on the run to Mexico
and unexpectedly gets in the
middle of a gang war. I think I've
seen enough of Bruce Willis
perforating people with bullets
for a while. I was the FIRSTman
standing in line to get my money
back after sitting through this
ridiculouslyplotted snoozer. 2

Sleepers-with Kevin Bacon,
Rob(rt DeNiro, Dustin Hoffman,
Jason Patric, and Brad Pitt.
Disturbing story of four men
who seek revenge on the men
who phy~ically and sexually
abused them during their
incarceration at a boy's home
during
their
childhood.
Unpleasant subject matter will

Four Rooms-starring

Tim
Roth, Antonio Banderas, and the
-of
Quentin
usual
cast
Tarantino/Robert
Rodriguez
zanies.

Four directors present four
separate segments centered
around the same character. Roth
is Ted the Bell Boy, who spends a
night on the job dealing with
tenants of four rooms in a hotel.
Banderas is funny as a ·su~ve
Latin lover in the third segment
directed by Robert_.Rodriguez.
Unfortunately he has _about four
total minutes of screen time. The
rest is just unimaginative,
unorganized dribble. And
Quentin Tarantino should have
figured out by now that he can't
act. The movie has problems;
plural. 0

The whole scale of the clarinet
and piano were used with both
loud and soft melodies.About 50
people. including President
Lubbers, attended the program 1n
the Louis Armstrong Theater
where these two musicians
received a standingovation.
"It was phenomenal and
flawless." said Deb Purcell. also
a music major.

WCKS
Spotlight

FEATUREDMUSIC:Techno
TIME:Thursdays, 6-8 p.m.
DJ.: Chris Polidori
BANDSPLAYEDMOSTOFTEN:Orbital, Prodigy,The
Chemical Brothers, Hardfloor,The Future Sound of London,
Electric Sky Church, Left Field
FORMAT:RPM-fast, upbeat tunes-rangingfrom ambieni to
techno to speed metal
WHATIS RPM?"RPMis a lot of sounds and sampling, it's not
just guitar rock," Polidori says. "It's upbeat and dancy or relaxing
and trancy. I can study to it. I don't lose my train of thought."
WHATMAKESTHE SHOWDIFFERENTFROMOTHERS?
"RPMis the fastest growing genre of music. Clubwise too. As
soon as the product comes in, there's more."
WHY SHOULDPEOPLELISTEN?"I throw in a lot of Acid
Jazz and go into metal and what's called 'trip-hop.' Also, RPM is
somethingnew for Grand Valleyto experience," says Polidori.
who is also Concert Chair for WCKS.
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'.··Titl~:Pinkenon-(Geffen)
. P~ifonnattee:
Catchy;fun, and

::'v~tf
slli~g~"'.14c~
' ·.··. · · · ·

,.;not~pc,ts:
'.f'ired
9fSex, Pink
:-··Tgangl~{)Vhy:Bo~r? , : · .·
: .Ve~lct;)fay n~t sell
a million
' c(?pies,but W~zer.has a definite
>

'appeal
' ' ' :,,:,: ' '
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lesbian/IthoughtI had found the
one/We were almost married in ,
my minc;I,
. bllt married in my
mind's no good."
Other topics on the album
includefallingfor a half-Japanese
girl because she doesn't like
Green Day,.having a inate who
won't make love (''J!m'spr~ so
thin!"), and cleaning' up one's
arrogant ways on ''Th~ Good

·

Co.u~ hasan undeniable ability to write
catchysongs,such as
th fl t t k "El
e rs . rac', .
Scorc~o/'to whicha
pefSOnfim:lsQn,eself
hummingalong to the
..
..
..
cho}usalmost~f!co,i:.
trollably~Jt:is·r~r~for ,·
{l band
,to mesh d '
heavy
sq_und
.with '
,ri~ical melodies.

Sop~on:iore• albums can .be
''. i'ncredibly
· important to a band's
' suc~s. ,·as .the_musicindustryhas'
nearlyas·well~received. '
' shown us over time'.
.TaJce'Boston's. second album, . ''W~~reprobably going to lose •'
. .wfiichwas so similar and. subpar half our fans/' .Coumo ~d. "But ." .
' to,the multi:millionselli~gdebut~ w.hc .going in.our directioit:" ' .
· , that ·the 'band· ,was never 'able:to . . /IJie
::truth
·'.ioi thar ·is· e:vident.. ·
recapt.ureJost' ~ .
.,,;\~
There are no .
gl9ry.
.
·~··B · u -d cf'y .i
· This is thl
Holly's" ori ·
same situation
''i>irikerton's
that faced thl
·ten tracks, but
Los Angeles-;
.i~e
overall
based bana
album is·fairly
Weezer(if not·
:'strong.Coumo
on a smaller
has
an
:undeniable
scale), whose
abilityto Write
second album,
catchy
songs,
Pinkerton,
such
as
the
definitelydoes
first
tr:ack,
"El
Scorcho,"
to
which
not try to copy their previous
a person finds oneself humming
effort.
Which wouldn't necessarilybe along to the chorus almost
a bad thing. The hugely uncontrollably.It is rare for a
successful first Weezer album band to mesha heavy sound with
sported three major hits, musicalmelodies.
Another interesting aspect of
including the catchy "Buddy
Weezer
is how they are lyrically.
Holly," which received tons of
While
most
bands today tend to
radio airplay.They also sported
go
into
dark,
self-apocalyptic
two #I videoson MTV.
realizations,
Cuomo
realizes in
Pinkertonis, however,an effort
Pink
Triangle,
"I'm
dumb,
she's a
that guitarisVsongwriterRivers
Coumo, guitarist Brian Bell,
bassistMatt Sharp, and drummer
Pat Wilsonfeel will not be

...

Life." Clearly, Bosnian conflict
isn't tackledhere.
Still, Pinkerton is worth a
listen, perhapsjust becausea lot
of people will feel like they have
~n in a band like this. There's
nothing fancy or deep about
Weezer,but with so many bands
being deep and .depressing, a
little bit 'of' fun sing-along is a
wekomed departure.
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play~ffhopes31ive
.. ''We f~ltwe were going to be ·,.
limitediJi'our.possessi9ns'against ..
t'S · hard to say what the North~ood," Laker head coacli '.·
·o ,VSU;~ootball team will~ ,. ~rian :~11y_said._'.'We we~
. .thankful .
for · ·
this · tough .situation there, down two .
Th~giv~g; quarterback..Jeff scores."
That's when Fox and .the · ·
Fox might~ .~ good Sta!t. ·
The· sopli9moi:e sign~-calle,: . .offensetook over. The Northmen. · t
set a
Saturday, the couldn't ~top the ·.Laker ~ing . ·
takers..~ufyiyed . a;tQiJgh38-34. . atta~k·.n~ly as.much' as OVSU ·.·
· scare· : .frO:-ni
:-··the· . resurgent couldn't · .'.stop Norihwood's
. -Northwood',Nonhnien..aiJuillerat runi:unggame,
.
r~1.,~~b~d~:~~ ,~OF;t~~f~ill~aclcTom
·.ryso,n~
but It ;was
·GYSU
·quanert,ack
Jeff
Stadium
in~dh1~d. ·
Thc.ytke~ iparched do~nthe ~er
Fox
who
stole
thi"
ihow.
Tlie
Lake~•
38-34
win
keeps
their
playoff
hopes
alive.
PhOfo
by
c.o.
Burge.
'
. . .,
.
.
Valley records field in less thanthreeminutes to
·Fox set 'onmc(
for most copipietions(30 of 35), score, in~ludinga crucialfourth"We took what they gaveus,''
"Northwoo.<f
has a good team," conference to the game. As in
completiorf pen;entage in a game and-long .conversion. Tight end Fox explained. "They were KcJlysaid. "I knew that, but I every MIFCcontest, they can't
. (.857), and,_yardage (384). The Mohammed Hazimeb was the sagging a little bit, and we took don't know if our kids knew that be taken lightly.
completionpercentage was also a recipient of a 26-yard pass in the advantage. We knew we could. Sometimesyou have to be proven
For now, the playoff situation
·Midwest·In~rcollegiatc Athletic end ·zone.
get down into field goal range, at that ·they· have a good team. -We will become clearer during the
Conference
(MIFC) liest.
The Grand Valley defense least"
were fortunateenough to win this bye week. Ferris State (8-I)
nearly for would then come up with a key
The effort
GVSUmovedthe ball 70 yards game."
looks poised to win the MIFC,
naught, however, as the turnover,as comerback Anthony in under two minutes, as
The Lakers face a strange bye and can do so with a victoryover
Northmen chewed up 293 yards Gary picked off a Mike Gardiner freshman Darronte Scott's only week,but one that is !IEfinitely St. Fra.ncis (2-7) on Saturday.The
on the ground, and led pass at midfield.
catch of the day, a 20-yard welcome. Both starting.ensive
Bulldog's victory over Saginaw
through<?ut
the middle part of the
"We· had to rise to the touchdown,won the game. It was· tackles (Matt Brown and Steve Valley has helped the Laker's
occasion," Gary said. "We never Fox's founh touchdown of the Brodnicki) are still injured, so playoff cause, but teams like
game.
After coming out to an early lost confidence,just played how day.
much so that usual defensive end West Chester and Clarion will
10-0 lead, GVSU had 20 we know we can."
The win put Grand Valley's Dan Deshetsky had to start on also need to drop game withinthe
Another Laker score finally record at 7-3 for the year, with a offense Saturday. This year's next two weeks.
unanswered points scored on
them, thanks ' in large part to gave them the lead, but a freak 7-2 record in the MIFC. leading tackler, linebacker Jason
As the playoff setup is, four
Northwoodtailbacks Tom Tyson tipped ball a11owedNorthwoodto Northwooddroppedto 6-4, 5-4 in Kinzler, may be back at teams from four regions get a
(107 yards) and Trenton Newby get the 63-yard go-ahead score conference.
Indianapolisfrom a knee injury. post-season bid. GVSU is not
(50 yards). Even a 15-yardscore with just over two minutes to
Kelly thought the win was
While the Greyhounds have ranked in the top four but may be
from Laker receiver Jason Trice play.
especiallyimportant,considering been near the MIFC cellar this . up for consideration if Saginaw
The way Fox was looking, the Northmen's rise from a two- year, they do bring the fourth- Valley,Clarion, or West Chester
was wiped out by Tyson's second
~uchdown in the fourth quarter. however,it wouldn't last.
win season the year before.
rated passing offense in stumbles in the next two weeks.
1.iv
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Lakers swim teams host first meet
of season, capture four GVSU records
BY JIM FISCHER

STAFF WRITER

he Grand Valley State
University men's and
women's swim teams
hosted their first event of the
season, and did well in the
process.
The Lakers held the GVSU
Relays over the weekend in the
fieldhouse. The Laker women
fought to a first place tie with
Alma College, who both finished
with I 70 points.
"Alma surprised us," said
Grand Valleyhead coach Dewey
Newsome. "In a couple of
weeks, our girls will be ready to
face them again in Ohio."
The Lakers posted four firstplace finishes in the relays,
which eight teams participated
in. GVSU topped Albion,
Hillsdale, Calvin, Wayne State,
St. Mary's, and Olivet.
The women broke three
recordsin the relays. The team of
Katie Flynn, Jody Wilkinson,
and Liza Minartivichad a GVSU
record-setting pcrformance in
relay.
the 300m back.stroke
JaynaKurti,KellyFoster,and
AerinJohnsoncombinedin the
300m breaststroke relay for

T

another
· record-setting
performance. The previous
record had been held since 1990.
The final Laker record
performance came when Flynn,
Kara
Cornellise,
Tammy
Staudacher, and Kurti swam to
first in the 200m freestyle relay.
The olher first place finish for
lhe ladies came from the team of
Kurti,
Foster,
Caroline
McCowan,and Kelley Larsen in
the 400m medleyrelay.
The men's team was able to
muster six first-place finishes in
earning a second-placefinish in
the event. The Lakers (162)
finisheda close second to Wayne
Slate (166), Grand Valley
finished aheadof Alma. Albion
and Calvinin lhe five-teamfield.
Coach Newsome was pleased
with the effort of the men. "We
won half of the twelve events in
the men's competition,which is
pretty impressive," said the
coach.
The team of DeanShaner, Ted
Burmeister, and Rob Damuth
broke a record that had stood
since 1988 in the 300m
breaststroke
relay.
Simon Vance, John Mauro,
and Mike Westgate teamed up
for a victory in the 300m

flystroke relay, while the fourman team of Jim Wilkinson,
Vance, Colin McCabe, and Jon
Labahnearned a first place finish
in the 800m freestylerelay.
Westgate, Jeff Danner, Eric
Posthumus,and Jason Minarovic
won the 200m freestylerelay.
The team of Vance, Danner,
Shaner, and Damuth finished
first in the 400m medleyrelay.
The final victoryof lhe day for
the men's squad came when lhe
team of Labahn, Minarovic,
Wilkinson, and Westgate took
first in the 400m freestylerelay,
The next away meet for the
Lakers will come in two weeks
in Findlay, Ohio. Grand Valley
will run into a strong Oakland
team, whosemen have won three
sttaight national championships
and womenhave won five of the
last six nationalchampionships.
Other notablesin the meet arc
Northern Michigan, whose
women's team finished fourth
nationallylast year,andAshland,
whose men finished fourth
nationally last year. The
conference is one of the
toughest
As for homeevents,the Lakers
will host meets on Friday and
Saturday.
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CfeW-takes-t-wO varsity,:golds-.af -:
Head·of the::i,
&lk
BYC.D. BUROE
S!'ORTSEDITOR

George agreed. "I think it's with it.
place Notre Dame boat by almost action saw a novice gold for
George and Ken Moon, while always key to work out. We have . "If some of these rowers want
a minute and a half.
"Women's lightweight rowing MichelleNielsen and Doust took got so much potential . around an undefeated season, they'll get
he Grand Valley Crew is not such a big deal in the secon·d in the Open division. here, everyone has to look inside it during the winter," Laurance
finished off thei_r final Midwest," Laurance explained. GVSU placed an Open 4 boat. themselves and commit·to what predicted. "We could put three
we're doing.
boats in first at Dad Vails (the
regatta of the season· by "We·al.most have to show up and and it finished second as well.
the
winter,
the
Crew
will
For
"It
is
hard
in
the
winter,
see
who's·therc."
small
college
rowing
capturing two golds last
getting
have
to
concentrate
on
because
without
competition,
you
championships)
_
t
his
year.
4,
which
are
The
Men's
Open
weekend.
"I have been very impressedso
Saturday was the site of the Dave George;Matt LeBlanc,and stronger and .healthier for the . have nothing to compare' your
scores
·to.
Still,
the
intensity
has
important
Spring
.
s
eason.
far
with our _progress. If the
Head· of the Elk Regatta in Ben and Ken Moon, aced out
good."
·
·
been
very
"We
·
need
to
work
.
on
rowers
·want it, this could be the
Elkhart, Indiana; the . event nine other boats for their gold.
Laurance has a program ofoff- year they talk at>out 20 years
The victory was especiallynice conditioning," Laurance' said.
featuredten schools ranging from
the Wyandotte Ro,.wi,,.Clubto . considepng that ihe second-place ''The ·kidsare 'rowirig·well;· but season:conditioningin .place, but from now· as a· landmark C~w....,
.
·gef 6c:tter."
time will tell.if the ri>w~
··stick _year."·
finisher,· the Wyando~ · ~owing can
. the Universityof Michigan.
...
~~.
~l
~··.
~·
:~
..
'.-/~;
/':
·.
The Crew was undauntedat the . Club, features some former ·
c·ompetition, however, as novice GVSU rowers.
"We· had seen many of these _·.
and varsity rowers c~ned
for
.four medals.
..
"
· · crews before," said George,' a
senior tieayyweight rower. "We
. Crew varsity coacl.Jlichard
Lauranc~· thought 'th1"a11.the· came in wanting to get closer to
them, and since we know some · _
boats did well.
guys
on Wyandotte,it was more
"Consideringwhere we are, we
incentive."
.
.
sai~.
did really .wel!," -~u~
Other medalling .boats came
. !'The Women's Open · really
well, and we were right in the from ·the novice division, which
put a Men's 8 and a Women's4 in
middleof some tough boats."
The tw·o . heavy hitters for thirgplace.
Two weeks ago, individual
Gra_nd Valley, .the Women's
Lightweight4 and Men's Open 4, rowers came down _for the
Speakmon Regatta in Colµmbus,
finishedfirst.
The race featured single
Ohio.
The Light 4, · consisting of
The
~cwlce
Women's
'8boat,'c. onslitlniof (I to r)coisw~inLenaKuyt,·rowen
Jessia Rotiertion,
Jill·
and
double
boats in sculling .
Suzan Doust, Attgela Matteson,.
Kohley,
Valerie
Ruslnowskl,
Jennifer
Lowary,
Roseanne
Buckley,
Stacy
BratsbufL
Mary
Bn.tmwell;
and
In the singles, Ben Moon
Elizabeth Berens; and Laura
race.
The
Crew
took
home
two golds.Saturday
..
Ptioto
by,ManrJyHtJlter.
Kerry
Borowski
come
In
from
their
Huizinga, smoked the second- grabbed a novice gold. Doubles

T
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Hockey tlub takes tough D-1 loss to Eastern
BYC.D. BURGE
SPORTSEDITOR

hings may not always go
right . for. the GVSU
hockey club, but it
couldn't have become much
wrong~rfor them last Saturday.
Grand Valley dropped an 11-1
decision to Division I club
EasternMichiganat the Ice Cube
at Ypsilanti.
Eastern, who finished among
the top five teams nationally last
year, dominated the offensive
zone. They fired 46 shots in the
first two periods on Grand Valley
goaltenderScott Nichols, and had
a 6-0 lead after two periods.
"We didn't play so awful, but
certainly not very good," said
head coach Joel Brazeale. "We
weren't positioned very well in
our zone, and their forwards, who
werereally fast, took advantage."
The road warriors were also
injured.
Three
seniors,
defenseman Jamie Schmidt and
forwards Steve Gordinier and
Gary Lafond, were out due to
injury. In addition, two freshmen
were also unable to play due to
academicreasons.
"The defense played very
strong," said Brazeale, "but we
couldn't get out of our own
zone."
The lone Grand VaJley goal

T

I
I
I
I

I
I

came from freshmanJim Castro.
The loss dropped OVSU to ·3_
3, but they remain atop their
conferenceat 2-0.
The club will have some
further tests ahead, though, as
they travel to St. Louis for two
games against that university.
While the trip may be fun for
the players, Brazeale remained
focused.
"St. Louis is a very good
Division Il club," he said. "The
power play is where we are really
faltering right now, so we will
have to shore that up."

-----------------------~

LARGE

16 incfi Pizza

with cheese for $5.00
+$1.00 for each additional topping.

COUPON
For col[~e students onfy No Limit
Accept couponsof competitors in Affenda[e area

---------------------------------------·

Due to ice time, the team only
gets to practice for three hours a
week. That can lead to chemistry
·
problems.
"We need more time to
practice," Brazeale explained.
"There have been a lot of positive
things, incl\Jdinga big home win
against Lawrence Tech. When
those kindof games happen to us,
even in a game like this, it helps
us be quick."
The club will be home the next
three games after St. Louis for
one againstCentralMichiganand
two against Hope.
.... t<·;::•:•::::
.<:;,:.,..
_. .......
~~
:.:.:_
._.,.,.,....,:.

-,1._
_

St. Louis will be the site of the
NationalClub tournament,so the
team will get a slight preview of
what's to come.
The CMU match will be played
at Walker's Belknap Arena, and
the Hope contests will be at I00th
Street Arena, then at Southside
Arena for the second game.
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Basketball tea...,wo,rks to :llve upto hype
BYMATTHEWSMITH
STAFFWRITER

fter - obtaining four
Division I transfers, a
strong recruiting class,
and a core of solid returnee&,the
Grand Valley men's basketball
teani has a, lot o.f expectations
lingering around court side~
The team will be led. by new
head coach
Jay Smith, who was
hired last season to replace
retiring head coach Tom
Villemure. Sn;uth coached the
last seven years at Big· Ten
powerhouse Michigan.
WiJ}J all the expectations
floating around, if the players
want to play, they will have to
fuifill the expec~Uorisof Smith's
workouts and teamgoals. . .
The . pre-seasQn workouts
included
a
multi-'Yeek
performance
enhancement
program that started at the end of
August and lasted for six weeks.
"We have been working very
hard," said Smith, "and we have
stayed healthy."

A

Matt
Domke
Not only is conditi9ningbeing transfers
the team. (University of l)etroit), J~my
worked on, but how
Fife (l',liagaraUniversity), and
functi~nas a unit as well.
"We need to work on team Ennis Young (Bethune-Cook
chemistry,"said Smith. "We need College.)
to play with one heartbeat"
Accordingto Smith, the luxury
\Vhcn speaking of .heart. one of the 'transfers is ,diemawrity
name that comes to_ mind for they bring.
"They aremature~use .they
Smith is senior transfer. Joe
Modderman,who surpassed. his have been ' doing it .for longer
final year at Iowa State to come (playing college ..baske~ball),"
. . ~,1Jley
·know
.,what
back to his hometown of said ' Sipith
.....
_. •.. ···: ...., .., .
·:·
·-..
Allendale.
"I have great expectationsfor
him,'.' explaiiled,Smitb. "He is a ·
great
teade
C:
'andwill 1,ethemain
artery to tbe·team."
Besi _des
leadership,
M~derman, . one of the_ four
Divi.sion I transfers, will bring _.
· height, talent and experience to a
young ·. : team;
that . . sees .
Moddennan astheonly ~ni~r . ....
.. R~tumirig . from last year's
squad is' sophomore guard /P.
Huntitigl!Jn,who averaged 12.5
points per game last year.·
junior guard .
Also returning are
Steve Davis (8.4 PPG, 5.2 RPG,)
and junior guard Tony Miller,
who all will be joined with

Lakers look to show
true colors in last week
HY UOUGL.ASLIPINSKI
STAFFWRITER

he
Grand
Valley
volleyball team was
predicted to finish fifth in
the Northern Division, and with
three matches left in the season,
the Lalcers are fifth in the
standings after another 1-2 week
in Great Lakes Intercollegiate
Athletic Conference (GLIAC)
action.
The week started off well, with
a huge win over arch-rival Ferris
State; the victory was even
sweeter with the news that they
knocked the Bulldogs out of
post-season play.
The performance was led by
Lori Janssen and Jenni Thatcher
who each had 12 digs. Jessica .
Ping contributed 48 assists and
21 digs.
Head Coach Deanne Scanlon
describedthe game as a good win
for the program. "Beating Ferris
State can really make a season,"
said Scanlon.

T

The Lakers traveled to
Oaklandand Wayne State, which
turned out a less desirable tum of
events for Scanlon's squad.
Grand Valley was swept by
Oakland (12-15, 12-15, 10-15).
"I didn't think we played like
we know we can," said Scanlon.
The
Lakers'
lackuster
perfonnancebooted them out of
the postseason
Grand Valley came back
Saturdayand played WayneState
tough, but it wasn't enough at the
end, as they lost 3-1 (11-15, I 015, 18-15 ,11-15). Melanie
Hodges led the team with 18
kills, followed by Janssen's 16
and Thatcher's 12. The Lakers
are now 17-12 and 8-7 in the
GLIAC.
The Lakers host third ranked
Northern Michigan, Michigan
Tech and Lake Superior State at
the fieldhouse this weekend.
"We've got nothing to lose and
we would love to knock off the
Northern," said Scanlon. GVSU
looks to avenge a loss to NMU. .

The
Pigskin

Prophets!
WITHC.D. BURGE,THE ALLKNoWLEDGABLENEWMSTER,
ANDTHE BLEACHERCREATURES

We're back! Just when you
thought an off.
meant that
we no longer
back to hau

(Burge,
Cre

I .Florida,Fla,
2.Obio St,
3.Florida SL, U, Flo ·
4.Arizona St., ASU,OSU
5.Tennessee,Nebraska,FSU
6.Nebraska, Tenn.,ASU
7.Colorado, Wyoming, Tenn.
8.N Canll!IIAla.bama, Neb
9.Mich, Air Force,Alabama
10.LSU,Miami, Oregon St.

has to get done."
The team will be tested early ,
as they will play two scrimmages
to start Q~tthe season.
They will play
AAUal~star team · on Saturday (former
colleg~ players from ~und ·the
state), aswell as the Russian Red
Star team Monday.
.
· Theteam
~ill ·a1so use this
time to prepare
:themselvesfor

an

on

the . ,n~w ·. qrc~t

Lakes

Intercollegiate
Athletic
C9nference (GLIAC) North
division. ·The division bas half
the GLIAC teams
.Smith would not predict bis
team's season, but reinforced the
ideas of the team goals.
"They will be in great shape,
very prepared, go to class, learn
respect; . and play hard," said
Smith. · "Those will lead to the

w.•s."

reason. LSUby 14.
Fry's face? Iowa by 6.
Newmster: LSU should stand
Creatures: The reigning # l
for Let's See, Uhhh..., As in Wildcats don't seem to be slowLet's See, Uh, what do we do ing down in their quest for a
now? This team of "brain chil- national title. Even though Iowa
dren" was once sent to look for is the proud holder of the Little
· life on Mars, and came back with Brown Jug, Hayden's troops will
a Newsweek'..Not that Alabama fall. Northwestern b 10.
is riding high on the 1.Q. wave,
but at least Stallings has them
facing the right direction. UA by
11.
Creatures: Since the recent
Shag-Fu trade to Los Angeles,
LSU doesn't seem to have the
fire they once did. Expect a can
$194
ofwhoop-assto be opened up by Paris
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'Tide. 'Barna by 16.
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Dave's Crossword Puzzle
'ACROSS· . ,
1 Monologue
tidbit
4 "The - Daba
Honeymoon"
7 Crossword
diagram
11 - Cassini
13 Gift-tag word
14 Hinge (on)
15Wild swine
16 Anderson's

2 . 3

TOP 11 EXCUSESNOT

11

VOTE

15

18

33

"High-"
17 Wheelbase
tenninus
18 Band
20 "- Free~
220
24 Stuck, in a
way

37
41

50 • 51 · 52

28 Mayorwho first i:-56::--t--t---r-called NYC
"Fun City"
59
32 lmpcl
33 Teeny-tiny bit 57 Eggs
34 Shell-game
58 Runs up the
prop
phone bill
36 Knowledge
59 Othello, e.g.
37 Caravansary
60 Embarrassed

12 Orangy liqueur
19 Greekcon-

sonants

21 Ump's cousin
23 Once around
39 Blunder
61 Vanna's cohort 25 Sprout
41 Intelligence
DOWN
26 Wall-paint
43 Additionally
1 Many.many
shade
44 Webster or
27 Far, far down
2 Many, many
Beery
28Girl
3 Paraphernalia
46 Phil's
29 Panicular
4 To the rear
competitor
30 Asta's
5
Chowderhead
50 Where heroes
6 It's inside
mist ~
are made
N
h
.
h
31
Undeniably
7
53 Vitality
as v111
e s ow 35 Revue
55 Atty. General 8 ;yrannosau_,rus- 38
Legal Lance
Janet
9 - Gel By
40 Aussie hopper
56 Writer James 10 Tum blue?
42 Distinctive

taste

45 Scene of
great activity

47 Benefit from
plan1ing
48 "MyWay"
lyricist

Large number
50 Beaver's

49

construction

51 Opposite of Id
52 MGM emblem

54 Moonstruck.
perhaps

11 .... The Dog ate my voter
registration card.
10 .... Ants in my pants.
9 .... Too busy "not inhaling".
8 .... Couldn't get that damn ,pen out
of my hand!
7 .... Waiting to get on E-mail.
6 .... blinked ... and missed downtown Allendale.
5 .... the voices told me not to!
4 .... still sleeping from the debates.
3 .. .. morning wood lasted all day.
2 .... busy performing partial-birth
abortions .
1.... we Mongloid Gimps are still
fighting for the vote!

ATTENTION

Ranso
We havecurrentinformation
concerning
abortion,
infanticide.
assisted suicide,euthanasia.
adoption,
and Crisis PregnancyCenters.
Contact:
Rightto Life of Holland
Area.100S. WaverlyRd., Holland.
Ml..49423
. Phone
396-1037Our
Website:
http:// www.rtl.org E..
mail: info@rtl.org
(4~
17)
Forall thosewho,sendcomplaints
..
opinionsand concernsto friends
e..mail.sendthemto somethrough
onewhocanhelpyoumake
a differ..
ence
. Thelanthomwantsto hear
fromyou. Please
callRobbin
at 8952464
.
To anyonewho is affiliatedwith
·Thestraights,.
I wantto meetyou.
Please
contactRobbin
at 895-2464.

TE)

,11'S A FlllJNG
OFGREAT
POWER
KNOWING
MY Ell<XATH>
VOTE
IMJ(ES A lllFFERENCE!

GHANGE
lHE-WORLl>
...'101£tfO\/EMBER
SlM

16 •
:
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Sec:oricl-plac:ewlnners
,~rfomied -~it'sA Haril
KnodHJfe~'.froit
{tht ·...._
movieAn.rlle·ani:Idldit't.rnlu a beatl-~lt'was.fun. Wedidn't care
how .
well did,"said Sarah
-.:;~
:right~
:the'.a,o~p•i ,.,~ ..
lead. "There.were io:maiiY,:
goo~hcts.thlfyear," she·addei:I.
· . ··..
This
'stage ~ho"/~ .. perfectly-,~~re~phed. ::,.
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·Br~dyBunch
! 'Impe
rsonators·
.;took-fourthplace
/;,.,ith
.r~a/Jstic•
.:lookingfamily
'-'rnembers
'in .

:Hawaiian
'garb.
·}AmQniithem
was

~.
avibrantAlice,

:;sparling'her blue
: uniform
and
($Syingmanygood
:'fhings
about Sam.

' Th~f~u~
_h_·
actif:th-, night-_was
:tti·e ,theme·sonifrom.."Wond,r Woman."
Thi;i,oupgets an A+
for colorcoordinationand.an effectlv~wonder
Womancostume,but does this theme song .
havevery many.lyrics?lnterestlni choice:for a
lipiychlngcompetition.Still,It wasa crowd
ple'5er, .. were most of the acts who
performedSaturdaynight In the Fieldhouse.

